
TRAWL UNCHARTERED WATERS FOR UNIMAGINABLE WINS

The Shark, Croc and Rhino have joined forces with our hero Lion in pursuit of all the treasures the 
sea has to offer. From the sun-gazed scenes of Venice Beach to the sweet tranquility of open-
water fishing, our Beast has swapped out his metal detector for a fishing rod.

Trawl unchartered waters riddled with hidden riches, the game offers 3 different seascapes to 
explore in Free Spins. Unearth mystery symbols, wilds, a coin collection mechanic and a special 
bet feature that increases the chance of landing scatters on the reels, taking win potential to new 
depths. 

Net Gains is the third collaboration between Relax Gaming and CasinoGrounds, so you know it’s 
going to make a splash – let’s get printing!

ID: netgains 
Columns x Rows: 6 x 4
RTP: 96.10% (96.50% for feature buy)
Payout Mechanic: Ways 
Volatility:       out of
Max Win Per Way: 25 x bet
Max Coinciding Win: 15000 x bet

Max Win: 15000 x bet
Default Free Spin Cost: €0.10
Hit Frequency: 27.04%
Average Win Free Spins: 96.5 x bet 
Min Bet: €0.10
Max Bet: €60



WIN PROBABILITIES

FEATURES

BIG WIN 
(Bet Multiplier 15+) 

1 in 86

MEGA WIN  
(Bet Multiplier 30+) 

1 in 185

EPIC WIN  
(Bet Multiplier 60+) 

1 in 443

PRINTING  
(bet multiplier 120+) 

1 in 1195

SPECIAL BET
Enabling special bet raises chances to 
trigger Free Spins by 82% for an additional 
20% cost.

BASE GAME
The Base Game contains 3 different Mystery 
symbols.
Regular Mystery Symbol: All landed Mystery 
symbols contain the same type of symbol.
Octopus Mystery Symbol: Changes selected 
symbol type into Mystery symbols.
Bomb Mystery Symbol: Acts as regular Mystery 
symbols but also destroys all none Mystery 
symbols after wins are added.
If two Bonus symbols are already collected one 
Mystery symbol can reveal a Bonus symbol. 

FREE SPINS
Free spins are triggered by collecting 3 Bonus 
symbols. 
Make a choice between 8 Free Spins in Coin 
Collection, 5 Free Spins in Sticky Mystery or 7 
Free Spins in Stacked Wild.



HOT MODE
Hot Mode can be triggered randomly at the 
start of any Free Spins mode.
When in Hot Mode, there is an increased 
chance of winning big.

STACKED WILDS
Two types of Wilds can land on the reels. 
Multiplier Wilds have a Multiplier between 
2x and 5x on them, while Countdown Wilds 
always start with a counter of 3. For every 
generation the countdown Wilds are included 
in a win, their counter goes down by 1. They 
are destroyed when the counter is at 1 and 
they are included in a win. Additionally, if not 
destroyed, Countdown Wild symbols remain 
sticky for the next spin.

STICKY MYSTERY
Get Sticky Mystery symbols and +1 spins by 
filling the entire Mystery Meter. The meter 
will fill one step for each win. Note that in 
Free Spins, Mystery symbols can't land, or 
be created by the Octopus Mystery symbol 
in reel 1, and therefore can only be present 
on reel 2-6. 

FEATURES

COIN COLLECTION
Collect gold, silver and bronze coins by 
landing Collection Chests or the Persistent 
Collection Chest.
Upgrade the coin values and get +1 spins by 
filling the Coin Meter. The meter will fill one 
step for each landed coin on the reel. When 
landing a Persistent Chest 5 extra spins are 
awarded. If the players are lucky a Coin Rain 
can occur with 10 coins of the same type 
dropping in on the reel.



LANGUAGES

APPROVED JURISDICTIONS

Denmark Great Britain Latvia Romania

Estonia Isle of Man Malta Sweden

Chinese (Simplified) English Indonesian Malaysian Slovakian

Chinese (Traditional) Estonian Italian Norwegian Spanish

Croatian Finnish Japanese Polish Swedish

Czech French Khmer(Cambodian) Portuguese Thai

Danish German Korean Portuguese (Brazilian) Turkish

Dutch (Belgian) Greek Latvian Romanian Ukrainian

Dutch Hungarian Lithuanian Russian Vietnamese

LOW

WILDMYSTERYBONUS

SYMBOLS

HIGH

Matching symbols in any position on three or more 
adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost reel, 
constitutes a pay way win. Winning symbols will be 
destroyed, and new symbols will fall down to fill the 
voids for more chances to win.

PAYOUT MECHANICS


